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UPCOMING EVENTS

November 27, 2017
THE VALUE OF A COGNITIVELY
DIVERSE TEAM IN ASSET MANAGEMENT:
IN THEORY AND IN PRACTICE
The investment management industry is being forced
to evolve rapidly in the face of a host of internal and
external forces, including technology, changing client
preferences, new macroeconomic conditions and
regulatory regimes, and shifting demographics.
As technology makes previously unimaginable
investment analyses and strategies possible, investment professionals will increasingly need stronger
communication, interpersonal and team work
skills to add value. The way in which investment
management teams are designed and work
together will become a make-it or break-it factor.
SPEAKERS:
Nadia Savva, MFS
Debra Alves, CBC Pension Plan
Andrew Frank, RBC Dominion Securities
The luncheon will include a presentation by MFS
on components of and empirical evidence for
creating cognitively diverse teams in asset
management. The presentation will be followed by
two case studies that provide real-world and
local examples of the relationship between organizational culture and cognitive diversity and
achieving investment performance.

2017
HOLIDAY
SOCIAL
The CFA Society Ottawa is pleased to announce
its 2017 Holiday Social. Come and enjoy in the
reverie and join in a cheer with your fellow
CFA members, candidates and affiliates. All
attendees will enjoy a free beverage and a
variety of canapés.
Date: Tuesday December 19, 2017
Time: 5:00pm to 7:00pm
Cost: Free (advance registration required)
Location: Metropolitain Brasserie Restaurant
700 Sussex Dr, Ottawa, ON K1N 1K4
Phone: (613) 562-1160

Advance registration is required
by December 15, 2017.
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SOCIETIES NEARBY
CHARTER RECOGNITION COKTAIL
NOVEMBER 30, 2017 | MONTREAL
BUILDING A FINANCIAL MODEL
DECEMBER 1, 2017 | TORONTO
APPLICATION OF ADVANCED TECHNICAL
& BEHAVIOURAL MARKET ANALYSIS
DECEMBER 11, 2017 | TORONTO
MERGER MODELING
DECEMBER 12, 2017 | TORONTO

GLOBAL

RECENT EVENTS

SEPTEMBER 17, 2017
UNDERSTANDING AND SHIFTING SANDS IN
MONETARY AND FISCAL POLICIES
This tightening cycle will not be the same with record
high asset prices, swelling central bank balance sheets,
and uncertainty for the upcoming leadership at the U.S.
Federal Reserve. Marvin Loh returned to Ottawa to take
a deper dive on what policy makers might be doing and
their impact on financial conditions.
SPEAKER:
Marvin Loh,
Bank of New York Mellon Markets Group

MASTERING ACQUISITIONS AND BUYOUTS
DECEMBER 14- 15, 2017 | NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK

Marvin Loh is a Managing Director at BNY Mellon
Markets Group, where he is the firm’s senior market
strategist. Mr. Loh monitors market, industry and
credit developments, and formulates their impact
on a wide range of asset classes, including rates,
currencies, credit, EM and equities.

Webinars:

OCTOBER 17, 2017
AN ESG PERSPECTIVE
ON THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY

MODELING & PROJECTING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
NOVEMBER 30- DECEMBER 1, 2017
NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK

ETHICAL DECISION MAKING WEBINAR PART I:
INTRODUCTION TO ETHICAL DECISION MAKING
JANUARY 10, 2018
ETHICAL DECISION MAKING WEBINAR PART II:
EXPLORING ADDITIONAL CASE STUDIES
FEBRUARY 14, 2018

More at: www.CFAInstitute.org > Insights & Learning

Lower oil prices, increased government focus on emissions regulations and promising new technologies have
prompted investors to take a closer look at how oil
and gas fits within their mandate. A number of pension
funds, endowments, and banks have announced their
decision to divest. While the reasons vary for each
investor, there is still reason to believe that oil and
gas will continue to be a major part of the supply mix
for many years, and there are a number of factors
investors should consider before divesting.
On October 17th, Mr. Aaron Bennett, Partner with
Jarislowsky Fraser, gave a very informative presentation
on ESG investing in oil and gas, including practical
considerations for investors. Given the importance of
the oil and gas industry to the Canadian economy and
capital markets, those who attended took an interest
in the presentation and benefited from the useful
insights offered by Mr. Bennett.
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NOVEMBER 2, 2017
WILL THE BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
DISRUPT THE FINANCIAL SERVICE SECTOR

NOVEMBER 14, 2017
CFA OTTAWA’S SPEED READING BREAKFAST
On November 14, 2017, 39 members attended the CFA
Society Ottawa’s Speed Reading breakfast at the Sheraton
Hotel. The course was delivered by Alex Nowak from
the well regarded training firm, Iris Reading.
Attendees were encouraged to get outside their
comfort zone, by avoiding regression (ie. not
rereading text) and sub vocalization (ie. we think
faster than we speak), and were provided multiple
techniques to improve their reading speed without
sacrificing comprehension or retention.

Blockchain technology uses cryptography to allow for
anonymous and secure transactions using a decentralized
network. The total market value of digital currencies that
use blockchain technology, such as Bitcoin, are now measured in the tens of billions of dollars. New applications
for this technology are being introduced at a rapid pace.

As part of our mission to provide member value, the CFA
Society Ottawa will seek similar training opportunities
to improve the efficiency and productivity for our local
investment community!

NOVEMBER 14 2017
CFA SOCIETY RECOGNITION DINNER

How will this technology evolve and potentially
disrupt the financial services sector?
What investment opportunities does
this technology bring?
These were the topics for discussion at the previous CFA
Society Ottawa Ideas Night, where fellow members and
candidates discussed and debated topics relevant to the
investment profession, in an informal setting.

We celebrated 9 new CFA charterholders and Level 3
Graduates at the event on November 14th at the Courtyard Restaurant in Ottawa. M. Kurt Schacht, Manager,
Advocacy, of the CFA Institute and the Society Board and
Volunteers were present to welcome and wish our new
members/graduates and their families success on their
journey. The Society Ottawa welcomes approximately
30 new Charterholders every year. There were 78
level 3 graduates from 2016 and 2017.
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A LOCAL MEMBER’S PERSPECTIVE

MY PERSPECTIVE FROM THE
CFA INSTITUTE ALPHA AND GENDER
DIVERSITY CONFERENCE
By: Maral Chukhalkhuu
As a newly minted CFA charterholder, it was a privilege
to attend the Alpha and Gender Diversity Conference
in Toronto this past September as a CFA Society Ottawa
delegate. The 2-day conference, predominantly attended
by women, connected participants with actions and
strategies to improve investment decision making and
investor outcomes, and close the gender gap in the
investment industry.
Over two days, I took over the CFA Society Ottawa’s
Twitter account to offer tidbits of insight from over
20 speakers, most notably renowned investors,
researchers, and leaders like Suni P. Harford, Head
of Investments and Group Managing Director at UBS
Asset Management, Jason A. Voss, Content Director
at CFA Institute, and Paul Smith, President and CEO
of the CFA Institute.
Suni P. Harford talked about overcoming challenges
that see only 15% of partner or managing director
level positions held by women, and the creation of
better incentives for them to move past mid-level
positions. Diversity is no longer seen as a nice to
have, rather a must have because having a diverse
group at the top (or anywhere else) creates alpha.
Jason A. Voss led an interactive workshop titled
Integrating Meditation in Your Life as an Investment
Professional that introduced participants to a growing
trend in the investment world and benefits behind
integrating meditation into our lives as investment
professionals, with evidence that it leads to better
financial decisions.
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Lastly, Paul Smith delivered the opening remarks
drawing attention to a stark statistic that only 18%
of the CFA charterholders worldwide are women.
There’s still a long way to go before we see an uptick
in that percentage and that’s why the Alpha and
Gender Diversity Conference is so important.
Women are changing the future of investment management and the conference provided the right atmosphere
for women to start working toward creating an even
stronger future for the investment profession. I am a
testament of that change, having been promoted to
Associate (Associate Investment Counsellor once
registered) with RBC’s PH&N Investment Counsel since
obtaining my designation, and currently mentoring
other women in pursuing the CFA designation.
I am very fortunate to have attended this conference as
I felt a renewed energy to stay in the financial industry
after meeting so many great women role models, and I
applaud the CFA Institute for taking this initiative aimed
at greater gender diversity.

MEMBERS RESOURCES

CFA SOCIETY OTTAWA
WINE AND CHEESE CAREER FAIR
As a part of CFA Society Ottawa’s strategy to deliver
membership value and in response to member demands
for more career focused initiatives, the society hosted
its inaugural CFA Society Ottawa Wine and Cheese
Career Fair on September 27th. Introduced as an annual
recurring initiative, the career focused event aims to
bring together CFA charterholders/candidates with local
employers and employers outside of the national capital
region (NCR). The goal of this recurring initiative is to
facilitate continuous industry engagement while
providing more career resources and development
opportunities for our members.
6 employers and over 90 members, candidates and university students gathered at the Shaw Centre for an evening of food, drinks and career networking. Attendees
interacted with participating employers and explored
career options/paths available to CFA charterholders at
various organizations. The CFA Society Ottawa booth
was also popular with university students and potential
candidates seeking information about the CFA program.
The success of the event was demonstrated by positive

feedbacks received from participants; and despite being
in its first year, it was the society’s 2nd most popular
event by attendance.
The CFA Society Ottawa would like to thank the Bank
of Canada, Investors Group, Edward Jones, BlackRock,
PH&N Investment Services and Brookfield for sponsoring our inaugural event! Additionally, the Society
would like to thank those employers who expressed
an interest in participating but were unable to do so
due to scheduling difficulties.
Through our inaugural career networking event, the
CFA Society Ottawa was able to gather valuable
feedback and ideas that will inform future career
event design and execution. The Society aims to build
upon this year’s success and position the wine and
cheese career event as the premier networking affair
for finance professionals in the NCR alongside with
our forecast dinner every April.
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CFA Society Ottawa presents:

2018 ANNUAL
FORECAST DINNER
APRIL 17, 2018 | SHAW CONVENTION CENTRE
RECEPTION BEGINS AT 5:30PM • DINNER BEGINS AT 6:30PM

KEYNOTE SPEAKER:

HOST:

SCOTT GALLOWAY | PROFESSOR OF MARKETING
NYU Stern School of Business

DAVE HEMSTAD | STAND-UP COMEDIAN
Regular of CBC’s THE DEBATERS

Scott Galloway is the founder of business intelligence
firm L2 and a Professor of Marketing at NYU Stern,
where he teaches brand strategy and digital
marketing. He has been named “One of the World’s
50 Best Business School Professors” by Poets &
Quants, elected to the World Economic Forum’s
Global Leaders of Tomorrow, and sits on numerous
boards. Scott Galloway is a regular contributor to
Business Insider, creator of the weekly video series
Winners and Losers in a Digital Age, and author of
the recently published book The Four.

A regular guest on The Debaters on CBC, comedy
fans will recognize him from his numerous
televised appearances from Just for Laughs and
the Halifax Comedy Festival. Dave Hemstad was
even voted Best Comedian in Canada by the
Canadian Organization of Campus Activities.

FEES:
Individual Tickets: $125 CAD (limit 4 per purchase)
Table (10 Guests per table): $1,500 CAD

CFA SOCIETY OTTAWA 2018 FORECAST DINNER

Dave Hemstad

The CFA Society Ottawa is pleased to announce that the
2018 Forecast Dinner will be held on April 17, 2018 at
the Shaw Centre. Building on the great success of last
year’s event, the Society has once again attracted a very
talented keynote speaker, Scott Galloway, with a very
funny host Dave Hemstad.
Scott Galloway is the founder of business intelligence
firm L2 and a Professor of Marketing at the NYU Stern
School of Business, where he teaches brand strategy
and digital marketing. Scott is a regular contributor to
Business Insider and creator of the weekly video series
Winners and Losers in a Digital Age, where he shares
his unique, data-driven take on who is thriving and
who is dying in the shifting landscape of the digital
age. Scott has successfully predicted what took many
others by surprise, such as when he predicted Amazon’s
acquisition of Whole Foods just a few days before it
was announced! Scott is also the author of the recently
published book The Four: The Hidden DNA of Amazon,
Apple, Facebook, and Google.

Dave Hemstad is a well-known Canadian comedian from
both CTV’s Comedy Now! and CBC’s The Debaters, and
is often seen at Just for Laughs. He was an astute and
humorous host last year and we are looking forward to
having him back to guide us through the evening.
Last year’s Forecast Dinner drew an all-time highest
attendance and excellent feedback from attendees.
We are hoping to build off of that momentum to host
another top-tier event. Sponsorship opportunities and
tickets will be available soon!
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NATIONAL/INSTITUTE DEVELOPMENTS & INITIATIVES
The CFA Society Ottawa has engaged KPMG to compile
financial statements for the 2016-17 fiscal year. The
Board felt it was important to disclose the Societies’
financial state as we strive to improve the overall value
derived by members locally. This is an important step
for our organization as we have an increasingly
engaged board and group of volunteers who are
committed to improving our programming. This can
only happen with the continued financial support of
our members and the Institute, in addition to the
prudent management of the resources available.
Members will be able to access the financial
statements via the secure members’ only section of
the CFA Society Ottawa website in mid-November.

The CFA Society of Ottawa Mentorship Program is a year-long,
volunteer program that will pair experienced mentors with
entry- and mid-level professionals in the investment industry.
This program is designed to help members network and exchange
ideas between professionals of varying degrees of experience.
You might be a mentor candidate if you are open to sharing
insights, experiences and lessons learned in your career.

You might be a mentee candidate* if you value professional
development, are open to receiving guidance and want to be
challenged professionally.
For more information, contact Graham Edwards,
Mentorship Chair at: edwardsgraham8@gmail.com
* Eligible mentee candidates include, Level II candidates, Level III candidates, candidates that have passed all three levels of the CFA Program and new Charterholders

CAREER DEVELOPMENT

KICK-START YOUR CAREER
By: Lori Pizzani

The following was originally published on Enterprising
Investor; reprinted with permission from the CFA Institute.

Articles can be taken from https://blogs.cfainstitute.org/
without the need to ask for permission to reprint. Try finding an article that focuses on career development.
Are you feeling stuck in your current career path?
Constantly facing seemingly insurmountable job
obstacles you no longer desire to tackle? Feeling
trapped in a dead-end position or just plain bored to
tears? You are definitely not alone. If you’ve been
pushing hard but your career is stuck in neutral,
it’s probably time for a change.
What’s the best way to figure out what new path to
pursue and how best to advance your career? Career
experts can detail several ways to plot your individualized new course, but the best way to figure out where
you should be heading is to first stop and assess
where you are right now.

“To determine if you have outgrown your current job,
ask yourself these key questions,” says Elene Cafasso,
founder and president of Enerpace, an executive-coaching
firm in Chicago. “Am I bored daily at work? Do I dread
Mondays? When was the last time I learned something
new at work? How much company investment is there
in my training and development? What’s my career path
here? Is there anywhere left for me to go in my department/division? Am I working with the same people on
the same projects as I did 12 months ago? Are there any
signs of that changing in the foreseeable future?”
Although you may enjoy serving in a role that offers predictable tasks, if you feel bored and “[as] if you could do
your job with your eyes closed, it may be time for you
to look for a new challenge,” says Cheryl E. Palmer,
a certified executive coach and founder and president of
Call to Career, a career-coaching firm in the Washington,
DC area. Similarly, if you have been pigeonholed into
one area of responsibility and firmly believe you can do
more, it’s time to free yourself from your career rut. “It’s
easy for human beings to stick with the familiar. But if
11

CAREER DEVELOPMENT CONTINUED

you don’t take the risk of looking for something new,
you can easily become overcome with inertia and miss
out on an exciting career,” counsels Palmer. She notes
that she encounters people nearing the end of their
careers who express deep regret because they did
not take advantage of opportunities when they were
available. “It’s good to try new things and see
where they will lead you.”

Moving in Multiple Directions
Palmer suggests that before jumping ship to work for
an entirely new company, one should consider whether
changes can be made within your existing company.
Explore lateral moves. “A lateral move can be an
opportunity, not a liability, particularly if it is
strategically done. A lateral move can open new
doors if it allows for a person to learn new skills
and transfer to an environment that offers more
opportunity,” Palmer says. Alternately, she suggests
considering a downward move. “It is sometimes
necessary to go backward before you can move forward
again,” she says. Some professionals, particularly since
the Global Economic Crisis, have taken lower-level jobs
simply to remain employed. “Although some find it
ego-bruising to take a step backward in terms of
responsibility, it may be the best option.” Palmer adds
that a wise person once said, “If you’re on the edge
of a cliff, a step backward can be a very positive thing.”
Stepping into a lesser role may also allow you to use
your expertise to mentor less experienced employees,
a role many experienced professionals find gratifying.
You may want to stay with your company but know
that you need to pursue other avenues that essentially
circumvent the traditional steps to climbing the corporate ladder. That’s perfectly fine, says Suz O’Donnell,
founder and CEO of Thrivatize, an executive-coaching
and consulting firm in Park Ridge, Illinois. O’Donnell
offers tips for charting unconventional career paths.
“Don’t wait for your boss,” she says. “Unfortunately, not
every boss has the vision to see which team members
are ready and able to handle more responsibility. Some
bosses just manage their current team, while other
bosses really care about your development and are great
advocates to getting you promoted.” The idea is to make
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a move if your boss isn’t promoting you and find other
people within your organization who will foster your
promotion, perhaps by letting you work for them.
In addition, O’Donnell notes, in order to be recognized
— and promoted — you need to not only do your job
well but also stand out from the crowd. “If you are an
excellent employee who is also a great people leader,
or you constantly take on difficult projects and turn
them into great success stories,” that could definitely
make you stand out.
Going beyond the numbers is also an important concept
to embrace, O’Donnell says. “Crunching numbers,
consistent accuracy, and critical thinking are all job
requirements that got you to where you are now.
These won’t disappear, but they will also not necessarily
elevate you to the next level.” O’Donnell offers two
paths for consideration. “You need to either demonstrate
your ability to lead other people in an efficient, proactive
way or be the kind of person who creates new client
relationships and builds on existing ones.”
If you are vying for a promotion at your current company,
it’s important to “consider changing the direction of
your career and making intentional thoughts and actions
specific to getting promoted,” says Rhonda Y. Williams,
executive life strategist and founder of Dream Life Global
Enterprise in Kissimmee, Florida. She suggests these
tips: Identify the specific promotion/role you are seeking; analyze the qualifications for that role, both formal
and informal; conduct a candid self-analysis to determine
if you possess any behaviors or obstacles that may
hinder your promotion; establish a mentor; and elicit
management support for your vision.

Defining Your Passion
“One of the most common reasons successful professionals
get stuck in their careers is that they don’t know what it
is they want,” suggests Lori Scherwin, a certified professional coach and founder of Strategize That in New
York City. “When you can clearly articulate what
you want, it becomes much easier to create actionable
steps to get you there.”

CAREER DEVELOPMENT CONTINUED

Once you become clear on what you really want next,
Scherwin says, “Your ideal career will fall at the intersection of what you are good at, what you enjoy doing,
and what someone will pay you for.” She adds, “Keep a
positive attitude, even if you are loathing your current
role, and remember that you have options, whether it’s
staying, modifying, or changing your job altogether.
Stay focused on being excited about finding the solution
rather than [obsessing over] the problem.”
How can you identify what your ideal career looks
like? Do some deep soul-searching, determine what
it is you don’t like, and then start mapping out a
game plan, Scherwin suggests. Remember to search
for and recognize your own passion triggers and
rekindle what inspires you.
“Are you passionate about what you do?” asks Steve
Farber, a leadership and management expert, author,
and founder of the Extreme Leadership Institute of
San Diego, California. “By its nature, true passion is
energizing, and you know the difference between
passion and drudgery. Passion for your mission,
product, service, team, or customers is what makes
you jump out of bed in the morning. When your job
is nothing more than a chore, you fall out of bed
and drag yourself through the day.”

Slay Your Demons
As you consider pursuing new challenges, fresh
responsibilities, and making a career shift, Dawn
Mitchell, a career-transition consultant and the
founder and chief executive adviser of the Corporate
Couch in Houston, Texas, suggests that any change
must start with adjusting your mindset and freeing
yourself from old self-perceptions. “You are not held
hostage to a career decision that you made for your
professional life years ago. Realize that today,
whatever your age, you have the power to make a
career decision altering the direction of your life.”
You should “give yourself permission to make a
change,” as you are not the same person you were
when your career began.

In addition, she notes that old demons must be appropriately slayed when fear inevitably rears its head and
convinces you that you simply can’t handle a new job or
that you are the only person facing this career dilemma.
Mitchell also points out the importance of becoming a
problem solver before looking for new opportunities or
hoping they find you. She suggests creating a list of
the top three problems you are most passionate about
solving right now. “This is a major key to where your
inner compass may be leading you next in your
professional career. It will also help you clarify
which opportunities would be a potential good fit
and which you have outgrown,” she adds.
But to truly overcome barriers in your career, you need
to conduct some candid introspection and determine
what workplace characteristics you really desire (collaborative or competitive culture, fast- or slow-paced), what
role you want to have (advocate, negotiator, persuader,
implementer, visionary, or mediator), what you will
bring to your role to add value (increase sales, build
culture, decrease waste/inefficiency), and what your
priorities are for the company or job you want to work
for, notes Elizabeth B. Crook, a career and professional
coach, business strategist, author, and founder and CEO
of Orchard Advisors in Nashville, Tennessee.
“First, you must get unstuck in your own head,” she
says. “Too many times, we focus on a title or a company
that we believe will give us what we think we want.”
“If you love your work but hate your job/boss/company,
it’s time to look elsewhere,” suggests Dawn Rasmussen,
a Portland, Oregon–based author and president of
Pathfinder Writing and Career Services. “With so
much turbulence in the financial sector, change
seems to be the constant.”
Lori Pizzani is an independent financial services and
business journalist based in Brewster, New York.
This article originally ran in the June 2017 issue of
CFA Institute Magazine.

Read online: https://blogs.cfainstitute.org/
investor/2017/09/11/kick-start-your-career
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